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Longtail Boat, Krabi, Thailand

How many differences can you find in the two images below?
(I found 7...)

Click HHEERREE to visit On This Planet Earth.

“Longtail” boats are very versatile for fishing and ferrying passengers and motorcycles in the shallow
and unpredictable waters off Thailand. Very long and narrow, these wooden boats are powered by old
car engines attached to propellors by shafts about 10-feet-long, with the whole contraptions mounted
on pivots. The propellor is usually operated just below the surface of the water, and it can be pivoted 90
degrees for tight maneuvers in shallow waters.

Double Trouble
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1. A tree trunk on right is missing.   2. Third boat, on right, is missing.   3. Canvas on rear boat is pink.   4.
Pilot’s “Bimini” top on rear boat is missing.   5. Black fender, (old motorcycle tire) on front boat is moved.
6. Placard on front boat is missing   7. Registration numbers on front boat are switched SOLUTION

How many differences can you find in the two images below?  (I found 7...)

Seim Reap, Cambodia

This woman is a roving food vendor in Seim Reap, Cambodia. Many families rely on her to cook meals
and deliver them to their homes, as well as engage in important community conversation. Carefully
balancing her tools, ingredients and a working barbecue, she deftly maneuvers through traffic and
other hazards on her daily rounds. Impromptu coverings shelter the food and stove from rain, hardly
interrupting her role as an important part of the community.

SOLUTION:  1. Bench on right is m
issing. M

ark picked up litter! Plastic bottle is gone. 3. Container on rear tray is purple.
4. Her left foot is bare. 5. Two rolls are toasting. 6. The “On This Planet Earth” logo. 7. Other wom

an’s toenails are colored.
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